
 

EUROLITE Mini single ball with 12V/7W
Newest additions to the mini light effect devices!

Art. No.: 51812231
GTIN: 4026397303490

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397303490

Weight: 0,73 kg

Length: 0.14 m

Width: 0.13 m

Heigth: 0.24 m

Description:

Small but select!
Tastes differ and so do requirements. Hence automakers for example, offer lorries, hardtops
and subcompacts. After all their should be something for everyone. And of course this is also
true for the illumination industry. But in this field, we distinguish between moving heads, bigger
and smaller light effects. Our EUROLITE Mini single ball belongs to the last group mentioned
and was therefore not constructed for large size clubs but rather for party rooms, mobile DJs
and small discotheques. And might the measurements of this low power consumption device be
in a manageable form however, the ball knows how to attract peoples' attention. Within one
minute the ball housing rotates around its own axis 13 times and due to its colored, round vents,
disperses the light in the room. A great mixture of diverse color points emerges and creates its
very own atmosphere.

Features:

- The ball housing rotates around its own axis
- 13 rotations per minute
- Bright, intensive colors
- For standing installation
- Low power consumption
- For 1 x 12V/7W G-4 lamp (included in the delivery)
- Ready for use via enclosed power unit
- Ideal for party-rooms, small discotheques or mobile discotheques

Eurolite®, Futurelight®, PSSO®, Roadinger®, Alutruss®, Europalms® and Dimavery® are trademarks of Steinigke Showtechnic GmbH, Andreas-Bauer-Straße 5, DE-97297 Waldbüttelbrunn
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https://www.steinigke.de/de/mpn51812231.html


Technical specifications:

Power consumption: 15,00 W

Dimensions: Width: 13,8 cm

 Depth: 17,5 cm

 Height: 13,8 cm

Power supply (via included power unit): 230 V AC, 50 Hz

Rotation-speed: ca. 13 RPM

Dimensions (L x W x H): 138 x 138 x 175 mm

Weight: 0.6 kg

Legal specifications  

Special product: Not designed for household room illumination

Intended use: Show effect lighting
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